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Hitting
close to
home
Residential roofing
from a novice
consumer’s perspective
by Paddy Tennant

March 1 had been much like any
other Friday, except that it had
capped a week of one problem after
another. The full moon a few nights
before was being blamed for a
series of trials that, although
inconvenient, were insignificant in
comparison to what I faced
coming into the house that
night – it was raining in my
kitchen.
The first image that came to

mind was the RCABC’s
RoofStar ad that mentions ‘the
stubborn determination of a
single raindrop to go where it
doesn’t belong’ – a concept
that was now being illustrated
with alarming accuracy.
I optimistically speculated

that the problem might be
easily managed – perhaps
simply a damaged roof vent
which would be a quick fix.
That hope was dashed when
my husband took a flashlight
up on the roof – against my
better judgement on a wet and
windy night – to report that
the asphalt tiles in the suspect
area “had lost their granules
and were all soft and mushy”.
A look inside the attic

revealed a ship-lap deck with

only a small amount of plywood
over the addition.
When I bought this house a

dozen years ago, I was aware that
parts of it were very old, and many
renovations had been done by the
home owners rather than by
qualified tradesmen. The time had
clearly come to replace the roof, and
I was not prepared. I put down
containers to catch the drops that
had dampened both the kitchen and
my spirits, then emailed
Rob Harris and Ivan van
Spronsen at the RCABC.
Never having hired a

contractor of any kind, I didn’t know
what to expect – the length of time
involved; the protocols; what I
would have to do as a
homeowner – this would all be new

territory. My only
comforts were a good
working relationship
with the RCABC and
the confidence that any
of their members
would be reliable.
Rob and Ivan gave

me the names of three
local members who do
residential work. Ivan
correctly predicted that I

would get
different
approaches and reports
from each of the three,

and Rob agreed to walk me through
their estimates so I could make an
educated decision.
The first company out was Totem

Roofing. Les Roberts, Supervisor of

Operations, arrived in
the morning of March
6 with clipboard and
graph paper in hand.
He described the
process involved in
manufacturing asphalt
tiles, and explained
why, in the last 20
years, the products from
some manufacturers had
performed poorly. That
was my first lesson –
understanding the

‘nature of the beast’. Les spent
approximately an hour on the roof,
taking numerous photos and careful
measurements, including the pitch
of each field. As it turned out, he
was actually creating an accurate
plan drawing of the entire roof

while he was up there.
“The devil’s in the details,” he

said with a grin, explaining that he
didn’t want to have to rely on
memory with any aspect of the
project. This attention to detail was
both impressive and reassuring.
Next up was Graham Wilford of

Harvard Industries – an engaging,
gregarious man who exuded
confidence. Graham’s time on the
roof was comparatively brief, but he
demonstrated strong powers of
observation and quickly spotted the
location of a hidden drainage pipe.
He then took the time to educate me
about colour choices for the
replacement tiles, and
recommended new 6-inch gutters to
replace the existing 4-inch ones.
Graham added that he would be

“The devil’s
in the details”

The Roofmart crane truck team preparing to offload materials

Before: the union of valleys over an aluminum sunroom After re-roofing: ready for new gutters and a lifetime of service
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happy to refer me to a trusted
installer.
Last but not least was Erik

Blundell of Hunter Roofing. I didn’t
have the opportunity to meet Erik,
but welcomed his phone call to
discuss a few details before he
submitted a quote.
Not surprisingly, all three

estimates were very similar in their
price ranges, and each of the
proposals named familiar brands
manufactured by RCABC Associate
Members like IKO, GAF, Firestone
and Menzies.
It was interesting to see how

each of the three firms presented
their proposals; the amount of
detail, descriptions of the products
and procedures; even the projected
costs were itemized differently.
True to his word, Rob Harris

gave me a generous amount of
time, going over the unfamiliar
terminology and explaining the
rationale behind the various

procedures outlined in the
estimates.
My final decision was to go with

Totem. The proposal from owner
Jeff Reddeman was very thorough,
well thought out, and detailed
beyond my expectations.
Jeff had also sent me the photos

taken by Les, and referred to them
by number to clearly describe each
part of the roof and the required
accessories. His quote presented an
outline of the project at its most
basic, followed by recommended
add-ons and possible repairs that
were estimated separately. It clearly
identified the unknown factors that
could only be determined once the
roof deck was exposed and the attic
examined.
It would be two weeks before

Totem could start the work, so Les
came over to secure a tarp over the
suspect parts of the leaky roof. I felt
well taken care of before the work
even began.

The month of March had
presented its share of challenges,
but I was feeling confident – the
roofers had been hired, I
understood what was ahead, and
everything was under control (or so
I thought). As we would discover,
my roof was anything but
straightforward.
Expect the unexpected
Right on schedule (Friday April

12), the Roofmart crane truck
delivered the materials, including
IKO’s Cambridge AR (Algae
Resistant) asphalt tiles, GAF Deck-
Armor underlayment, Firestone 45
mil EPDM and Duraflo vents.
On Monday morning the Totem

crew arrived shortly before 8:00 to
begin the tear-off. After that, very
little went according to plan.
The first glitch came mid-

morning, when a BC Hydro team
showed up unexpectedly to work
on some nearby power lines. They
told us that the electricity would be
shut off shortly, and would stay off
for about three hours. Les and my
husband scrambled to get our
generator out of the shed. Totem’s
crew was without electricity for
most of an hour by the time they
got it running.
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The chimney before re-roofing: flashings deteriorated and rusty After re-roofing: new exhaust vents, stem vent for duct work and custom-made chimney skirt

...in with the new... attic chutes......out with the old... ...and properly installed ducts

          



The next hiccup was the
discovery that the original ship-lap
roof deck had been covered with
OSB. That meant the plywood that
had been shipped for this purpose
would not be needed after all, so
would have to be returned to
Roofmart. The presence of this
unexpected layer of deck also
precluded the option of accessing
the attic through the roof. The
interior attic opening was in an
awkward location, so we had been
relieved when Les had first said he
could check the attic vents by going
through a roof opening. Cutting
through two layers of deck would
have been impractical, so access
from the inside was the only viable
alternative.
Les then decided to install

Menzies fully soldered metal goose-
neck vents instead of the plastic
ones noted in the estimate. While
the crew continued the process of
removing old asphalt tiles, he made
a run to Roofmart for the higher-
quality replacement vents.
The tear-off of old tiles went at

an impressive rate – in very short
order they were removed, and the
underlayment was being applied.
But mid-afternoon, shortly after the
electricity was restored, the rains
came, putting an end to work for
the day.
On Tuesday the crew was back

early, in hopes of finishing the job
under sunny skies and with no
interruption to the power. The new
tiles went on quickly but as it
turned out, the men used more
three-tab shingles than anticipated
on the low slope areas, which
meant Les had to make another run
to Roofmart.
The first anomaly was discovered

when Les investigated the small
sloped roof over the front porch. Its
drainage system had been hidden
by debris, disguising the home-
made set-up that had been rigged
by the previous owners. Now that it

was exposed, he found that the
opening to the drain didn’t match
any standard fittings. The EPDM
specified for the area would have to
be applied down into the drain
opening to act as a funnel.
He couldn’t replace the drain

assembly without taking apart the
pillar through which the drain pipe
ran, so opted for a stripping ply of
EPDM folded into the drain
opening, and then applied a fully
adhered EPDM gutter system
completed with custom-made cap
flashing.
Later, after filling me in on the

importance of good ventilation, Les
ventured into the attic to check that
the venting ducts were correctly
installed – a requirement of the IKO
warranty.
What he discovered was as much

dismaying as it was puzzling. The
dryer duct was completely rusted
out and not even connected to the
roof vent opening. The stove fan
had never been installed properly –
for years it had apparently been
venting into the attic instead of out
through the roof.
He also found that the insulation

was packed in to capacity, with no
allowance for ventilation, and there
were no soffit vents – only lath and
plaster where the vents should have
been. The vinyl soffit covers must
have been installed only to give the
outward appearance of correct
venting.
These venting issues would

normally have resulted in a myriad
of moisture problems. Instead, the
attic was inexplicably dry with no
signs of mould. Les said it was a
mystery – he had never seen the
likes of it, and “couldn’t figure out
why the attic looked so good.” I was
just grateful for one less challenge,
until I realized it meant more
unexpected work for Les.
Dry or not, the attic needed to be

ventilated properly. While the
roofing crew completed the
application of the asphalt tiles, Les
headed off once again for supplies.
The next day he installed attic

ventilation chutes and formed metal
ducts to connect the dryer hose and
stove fan exhaust to the appropriate
roof vents.
By that time he had dedicated

several hours of unplanned work to
the attic and roof vents, not to
mention the extra supplies that had
not been built into the estimate. To
his credit, he maintained good
humour throughout it all, and
patiently answered all my
questions.
Other customers were waiting for

him, so he took care of the most
pressing matters and left the
remaining details to the following
week.
Les and a colleague spent the

next Monday installing the final
components: air intake vents,
custom-made chimney flashings and
the cap flashings on the front porch
roof.
In all, the Totem crews installed

five intake vents, five exhaust vents,
two gooseneck vents, and 62
bundles (20.3 squares) of shingles.
Jeff also recommended new gutters
referred me to an installer.
The completed roof provides

much-needed peace of mind as well
as a new-found pride in my home.
From my perspective, the whole
experience has been positive,
educational and enlightening. We
are grateful to Les and Jeff for their
expertise and attention to customer
service – both ensuring our
satisfaction with a job well done. ■
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It’s always good practice to leave
customers happy and ready to
refer friends and neighbours to
you – word of mouth can be your
most powerful sales tool.
There are a few basics that

every customer should expect from
an RCABC contractor member:
1. A clear, understandable quote
with any variables itemized,
followed by an equally clear
contract and subsequent
invoice;

2. Respect the customer’s property
and security as you would your
own – close gates behind you;
refrain from smoking; clean up
as you go along and when
you’re done.

3. Safety is paramount for
everyone on the property.
– Estimators, workers, roofers
and suppliers must be in
compliance with WorkSafeBC
regulations – including PPE

and fall protection systems –
no exceptions;

– Ensure that ladders are
correctly anchored, set up on
stable flat surfaces, and that
all ladder safety rules are
followed;

– Advise the customers that
debris will be falling or
thrown off the roof, and to
take precautions when
outside the building.

4. Everyone’s time is valuable. If
you can’t make it, or are going
to be late, phone.

5. Keep the customers informed at
all times. Never assume that the
homeowners know what to
expect.
– What should they do before
work begins – create access
space for delivery vehicles or
waste removal bins? remove
obstacles from the building
perimeter? have an arborist 

cut back tree branches?;
– Tell them in advance about
any changes to the original
plan, and explain why these
are necessary – this is
especially important when
unforeseen factors will affect
the project completion date
or the amount of the
estimate.

6. Be willing to educate. People
appreciate having an
understanding of what’s
happening and why.
– The extra few minutes
required to explain
unfamiliar principles is an
investment in good customer
relations. It acknowledges
their innate intelligence and
shows that you care about
your work.

– Ensure they are well
equipped to make informed
decisions when necessary. ■

6 things customers should expect from 
a professional roofing contractor

Front porch roof; above, drainage obscured; below, clean and functionalNew inside and out: intake vents, plumbing stack flashings and exhaust vents


